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By BEN VICKERS

Dave Keane, The Boxing Clinic, battles with Jamie O'Connell, Midleton Fight Academy, during a welterweight fight at the MMA Clinic Amateur
Fight Night at the Rochestown Park Hotel recently. Picture: Jim Coughlan

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

Rihanna can’t get off the field, but Tevez won’t get on it
THERE was a play written a good few
years back by a Kerryman that got
turned into a film and it was about an
American who came over and bought a
field. This other man who had worked
for years on the field thought it was
rightfully his and tried to fix an auction
for the field but the Yank wouldn’t have
that and he bought the field anyway.
Then the Yank got killed over the field.
I think it was called ‘The American

Who Would Not Go Home’.
Anyway, I was reminded of this movie

when news filtered down south that a
DUP Alderman had ordered popstar Ri-
hanna off his land.
Most locals were delighted that the

23-year-old R and B artist who became
famous with that song about Joe Brolly

was freezing her cheeks off in a field
outside Bangor.
Teenage bystander Alex Arnson was

so excited about seeing the superstar
she said: “I'm in the same airspace as
Rihanna, that’s pretty special.” I’m pretty
sure young Alex doesn’t know what air-
space means, however.
But the owner of the land, or as the

Sun labelled him, “the fuming farmer”,
told her the clothing she was wearing
was too skimpy for the Presbyterian ar-
able land she was shooting her latest
video on (she is 6-1 with PaddyPower to
be the FHM Sexiest Woman of the year
for 2012).
Alex Graham drove up in his tractor

and shook hands with Rihanna and told
her to get off his land and find God. He

says they parted on good terms.
While all ended well with the Barbadi-

an singer leaving the field without much
fuss and much clothing, Roberto Man-
cini was having the opposite problem
with Carlos Tevez in Munich: the Argen-
tine star refused to go on the field for the
Man City boss last night.
City lost 2-0 and are now 5-6 with

Skybet to win no trophies this season.

The fields outside Bangor are not the
only ones that have a dress code as
anyone who has ever tried to tee off with
a football shirt has soon found out.
At the height of our recent boom there

was mania in some corners of the coun-
try to turn many acres of our land into
golf courses that only Americans could
afford to play on. Americans and our
own elite. On these courses, the big
business decisions were made, people
who needed to be introduced were intro-
duced and the deals that led us to rack
and ruin were discussed.
The USPGA season ended last week-

end with exciting climaxes in the FedEx
and Solheim Cups and while it remains
a fascinating game I have decided that
the only way to get this country back on

its feet is to ban golf.
It is a necessarily selfish pastime,

where the only way to get better is to fo-
cus purely on your own game. If the four
or five hours that people spent cursing
and patting lumps of earth back in with
their heel was spent coaching kids
teams, where you have to learn to work
together then we would soon live in a far
better country.
Recommendation: The most driven

golfer there ever was has robbed Dustin
Johnson of his caddy and is now 10-3 to
win a major next year. Tiger is a tasty
11-8 to make the cuts in all the majors,
something that was a given before.
However the 8-1 that Victor Chandler of-
fer on Johnson breaking his major duck
next season is the price to get on now.

Jones has a
bone to pick
with Evans

JON ‘BONES’ JONES made a
mockery of the former UFC light
heavyweight champion Quinton
‘Rampage’ Jackson at UFC 135 last
weekend.

The fight took place at altitude in Denver,
Colorado.
Jones came out in a crouching, almost mon-

key like pose and stayed in that position for at
least 30 seconds which left Jackson visibly
confused.
Jackson remained in that confused state

until the third round when he was stopped by
the young gun.
Jones fought a very clever fight, clever bey-

ond his 24 years and 15 fights.
Jones stayed calm and collected and used

his reach to near perfection.
He didn’t look to strike hard but was very

accurate and out pointed Jackson hugely
throughout the opening three rounds.
Jackson had no answer to the straight

punches and unorthodox kicks that Jones em-
ployed.
Jones was using a front kick to the knee

which threw Jackson off his stride and left the
puncher no chance to get inside and use his
range.
He also managed to secure a takedown and

rain down punishment on the former champ,
although not for too long as Jackson is not an
easy man to hold down.
The fact that Jones was able to stop Jackson

was a testament to the skill set of the talented
New Yorker.
Jackson had not been finished in a fight

since Mauricio Rua soccer kicked him for the
stoppage back in the Pride Fighting Champi-
onships in 2005.
You have to go back another four years to

2001 to find the last time Jackson was submit-
ted.
Back then it too was a rear naked choke loss

and his opponent was the famous ‘Gracie
Hunter’ Kazushi Sakuraba, also in Pride
Fighting Championships.
That puts Jones in much esteemed com-

pany.
Now Jones must fight former friend, now

bitter rival, Rashad Evans.
The two former gym buddies have been

verbally sparring for a long time and the clash
is mouth watering, I think Jones will dispatch
of Evans.
However, Evans is one of the best matchups

for him as he is young, athletic and explosive.
The biggest advantage for Jones, other than

his huge talent, is his reach.
He knows how to use it to his advantage too.

It makes the job of getting inside the distance
and taking him down or landing the power
shot needed to find his yet untested chin nigh
on impossible.
This is a puzzle Evans will have to solve in

order to reclaim the title he once held.
As for the ever exciting ‘Rampage’ Jackson,

he still has a huge pull with the crowd and
dangerous power. I would like to see him re-
match Rua, who battered him more severely
than anyone else in his career has.
Both guys are not on the radar for the belt so

it would be a fight that would be easy to hype.
Elsewhere on the card two elite wrestlers

went to war in a long awaited battle.

UFC Hall of Famer Matt Hughes took on the
former NCAA star and highly experienced
Josh Koscheck.
For me this was a battle between old and

new, and new was an emphatic winner.
Hughes’s stand up looked so basic and it

seemed only a matter of time before Koscheck
would catch him with one of his bombs.

He did early in the piece and Hughes was in
all sorts of trouble.
Once Koscheck had Hughes on the floor it

was carnage, Hughes ate three or four really
solid shots and went to sleep with less than a
second left in the first stanza.
Maybe it’s time for Hughes to hang them up;

he has proved all there is to prove in the sport
and blazed a trail when it was his time but the
game has evolved past him now it seems.
As for Koscheck, he came up well and truly

short against Georges St Pierre but, for my
money, is one of the best welterweights out
there.

Having said that he has fought almost every-
one in the division, I would like him to fight
one of the Skrap Pack next.
With Nick Diaz fighting BJ Penn now that

leaves Jake Shields. Shields is coming off two
losses but is still an unquestionable talent in
the sport.
Nate Diaz looked exceptional in dispatching

of Takanori Gomi.
Crisp stand up accompanied by a slick

ground attack that had Gomi in all sorts of
trouble.
The transitions from back to triangle to

armbar for the submission victory inside the
first round were a joy to watch.
I think the lightweight division is where

Diaz belongs and also believe he has the abil-
ity to challenge a lot of the dominant wrestlers
with his style.
He has close losses to Maynard and Guida

who are in the upper echelons of the
division.
Like his brother Nick he is always fun to

watch and will fight to the bitter end.
In London this weekend CageWarriors re-

turns to the Kentish Town Forum.
The owners announced this week that the

event will be streamed on another two of the
biggest MMA websites, MMA Junkie and The
Underground, as well as on the CageWarriors
website itself.
Make sure you tune in to see unbeaten

Irishman Joe Duffy fight Ivan Musardo for the
vacant lightweight belt.
Also UFC veteran Brian Foster will fight

Jack Mason in the co main event.


